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Company: Innomotics

Location: navi mumbai

Category: other-general

We are looking for a Manager – Design Engineer, Electrical to join our team at Innomotics.

Your change engine.

Motors and drives are our business, redefining performance from fossil combustion to

intelligent converters, from check-time per day to uptime per lifecycle, from simply on/off to

everything smart in between. Our most powerful engine: more than 15,000 dedicated

experts, doers, colleagues. For them, engineering the future means keeping businesses in

motion – in e-motion. We are the “we” in power – and we can empower you.

15,000 and counting.

Are you looking for the stability of an established global player with the lean, innovative spirit

of a mid-size hidden champion? That’s us! Are you looking to shape entire industries with a

future-proof portfolio of more sustainable, energy efficient solutions? Deal, let’s go!

JD:

Here we are engineering the Medium Voltage Motors. Electrical engineering pertaining to

the induction

motors that include-

the electrical calculations and prepares the designs and BOM in SAP and creates the

the technical offers for the medium voltage 3Ph Induction motors for various applications and with

stringent customer specifications.

thorough knowledge in design of three phase induction motor the preferably has an

experience in IM design.
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basic knowledge of the National and international standards governing motors

and select the components based on given specifications, support to SP and

manufacturing.

the test results and use in the daily engineering activities Support to sales and BD.

on cost reduction with innovative solutions to minimize the cost of offerings/product.

localization requirements and designs/adapts products and solutions accordingly.

to manufacturing to solve the technical issues.

with internal partners such as execution team, Quotation support team, sales team and

partners such as vendor, customer, consultant, etc.

Educational Qualification - BTech in Electrical

Years of experience required - Total 6-8 years of relevant experience in electrical product

design and in

the field of Induction Motor Design

Location: Navi Mumbai (Pawane)- Turbhe

Make your mark in our exciting world. #JoinReliableMotion #TeamInnomotics

Jobs at Innomotics - if you would like to find out more about jobs & careers at Innomotics.

Apply Now
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